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SIGNIFICANT HOLDINGS 
 

Bega Cheese 

• Bluescope Steel 

• Commonwealth Bank 

• Graincorp 

• Healius 

 

IGO Limited 

Insurance Australia Group  

Meridian Energy 

SCA Property Group 

TPG Telecom 

Performance as at 31 January, 2021 

INVESTOR CLASS 1 MONTH % 3 MONTHS % 6 MONTHS % 12 MONTHS % SINCE INCEPTION 

(ANNUALISED %) 

Fund (after fees) -0.56 13.63 17.51 -8.04 -0.66 

S&P/ASX 300 Accum 0.33 12.05 13.42 -2.69 6.24 

Excess -0.89 1.57 4.09 -5.35 -6.90 

 

 

 
 
Ethical Partners Australian Share Fund 
JANUARY 2021 

Ethical Partners Funds Management is a boutique Australian fund manager which is fully owned by 

its staff. We have a dual focus on performance and investing ethically over the long term. Our 
approach directly manages risk for our clients, provides the ability to invest in line with your values 

and actively advocates for change. Investors in the Fund invest alongside the owners and managers 

of Ethical Partners. 

 INVESTOR CLASS CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C CLASS E 

Unit Price 31/1/21 $0.9291 $0.9262 $0.9302 $0.9205 $0.9300 

APIR code EPF9951AU EPF9964AU EPF3813AU ETL8683AU - 

 

MONTHLY COMMENTARY 
 

During January 2021 the Fund returned -0.56% versus the S&P/ASX 300 

Accumulation Index of 0.33%, underperforming the market by -0.89% (after fees). An 

overweight position in Consumer Staples and underweight positions in Materials and 

Healthcare contributed to relative performance while a position in REITS and an 

underweight position in Banks and Consumer Discretionary detracted from relative 

performance. Consumer Discretionary, Information Technology and Banks 

outperformed into reporting season based on high expectations for earnings growth. 

Every market cycle sees new and innovative company valuation methodologies 

emerge. This market cycle is no different, along with a record number of day traders 

and large amounts of speculative money chasing unprofitable companies. Loss-

making companies are being valued on sales multiples or metrics based on Total 

Addressable Market (the size of the potential opportunity). As new methodologies are 

adopted, traditional measures have had less focus. One of those is Beta, a measure 

of risk. In the current market environment greed has taken precedence over risk. 

Ethical Partners investment process focuses on both expected return and risk. It 

focusses the team on companies that are profitable, have strong cash flows, low debt 

and good sustainability credentials. This leads us to hold, all else equal, companies 

where the range of future cash flow outcomes is lower than for concept companies. 

While not explicitly targeted, the portfolio has a Beta of 0.9, primarily as a result of our 

process, indicating that the portfolio of companies we hold is less volatile than the 

market. Companies with a Beta of less than one currently make up around 64% of the 

total portfolio. Seven out of our top ten active positions also have a Beta of less than 

one. 

(…continued over) 
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Low Beta usually means lower than average market risk and hence provides some downside protection in a falling 

market. But it doesn’t mean underperformance in a rising market. While the portfolio has a Beta less than 1.0 it has 

outperformed a strongly rising market (10.1%) since August 2020 by 2.8%. 

Right now, more volatile or higher risk companies (higher Beta) have the highest expectations for growth and the 

highest relative valuations. Such companies are trading on extreme premiums to the market. At the same time lower 

Beta companies with lower underlying business volatility have the lowest expectations for future growth and modest 

valuations. Ironically the current market is offering the opportunity to purchase the lowest risk companies at prices that 

would indicate the highest relative upside, in our view. Risk and return don’t have to have an inverse relationship at 

present. 

Our focus remains on individual stock selection and through various individual company positions the portfolio is 

currently exposed to four major themes: 

1) Low Volatility underlying business cash flows (as discussed above) 

2) Commodities exposure: Transition Commodities, Gold & Steel. Supply tightness, high plant utilisation, low customer 

inventories, increasing demand, growth in emerging low carbon industries, a steepening yield curve and higher 10 year 

bond yields (despite central Bank policies) are all supportive of higher earnings and valuations. 

3) Later cycle Cyclicals. We have reduced exposure to near term cyclical recovery stocks such as building materials 

and retained companies whose revenues should recover on a medium term view, as valuations are still attractive. 

4) Renewable Energy Utilities. With net zero emissions targets becoming the norm we have identified high quality 

assets in the renewable energy sector at attractive valuations and increased our exposure to these companies, as they 

expand production and are critical in energy transition. 

With a conservative process which has in-built ESG focus, major holdings in companies exhibiting strong cash flows 

and a focus on risk we believe the portfolio is well positioned for the current market environment.  

ESG AND ENGAGEMENT COMMENTARY 
 

Transition proving painful 

To quote Chanticleer in the AFR last week, “The energy transition.... is now happening very quickly” and this 

"speed of change is a huge problem” which is causing cracks to appear for many companies. 

One important development was seen in the U.S this month when S&P warned 13 Oil and Gas companies that 

they risked downgrades because of the increased competition from renewables. One of these companies was 

Australia's’ Woodside Energy. S& P increased its risk rating for the entire oil and gas sector from “intermediate” 

to “moderately high”, citing "significant challenges and uncertainties engendered by the energy transition, 

including market declines due to growth of renewables; pressures on profitability, specifically return on capital, 

as a result of high dollar capital investment levels over 2005-2015 and lower average oil and gas prices since 

2014; and recent and potential oil and gas price volatility”. S&P said it would not rule out a two-notch 

downgrade, which would put Woodside at BBB-, which is one notch above “junk” rating, Woodside shares fell 

3.3%. The Ethical Partners Australian Share Fund does not hold Woodside Energy.  

Meanwhile also this month, the European Parliament endorsed the Carbon Tariff Proposal which is expected to 

form the basis of a European Commission policy due in June.  This will mean that high emitting Australian 

businesses that export to Europe could soon face steep carbon levies of more than $70 a tonne. This proposal 

for a “carbon border adjustment mechanism” by no later than 2023 made it clear companies that imported 

emissions-intensive industrial goods into the continent would soon need to buy carbon permits. This could affect 

the >$10bn worth of goods exported to EU countries in a typical year - major exports including coal and gold. 

The European proposal would further require other countries to have an emissions compliance system similar to 

its own to avoid the levy, and be part of a system that requires emissions reductions and have equivalent climate 

goals for 2050 and possibly 2030. We engages with all our portfolio companies to ensure they are actively 

working on emissions reductions, targets and transition planning.  

These transitions however, although necessary on a global scale, can be painful for incumbent operators which 

need to change their business models to accommodate the new world. Nowhere is this transition playing out 

more painfully than in AGL. In the words of CEO Brett Redman, “ What we have seen in recent months is an 

acceleration of all of those forces beyond what we anticipated”...which has left AGL “actively assessing its 

business model”,  as he pointed to the combination of the more difficult market, rising expectations among 

customers and communities and technological change. He also noted “a material shift in profitability and 

outlook”.   

Australia’s two biggest power and gas suppliers, AGL and Origin Energy have both been impacted by the recent 

sustained fall in current and future wholesale electricity prices, both warning the market of lower earnings prior to 

their 1H21 results announcements in February. AGL’s $2.7bn write down was partly due to lower asset prices 

being impaired due to their ability to earn less for the company than what was previously expected. Origin said it 



 
 

expected lower earnings from its Energy Markets division. The driver here was lower expected future electricity 

prices of which increasing renewables supply is a major factor. Part of the AGL write down was due to 

previously committed renewable off-take contracts signed by AGL with renewable energy providers that are now 

above market levels (being contracted to buy renewable energy at far higher rates than that electricity can be re-

sold at today).. 

Part of this growing energy supply (having the impact of depressing wholesale electricity prices) is coming from 

residential and commercial rooftops. The Clean Energy Regulator estimates a record seven gigawatts of new 

renewable capacity was installed throughout Australia in 2020 off the back of record rooftop solar investment. It 

was estimated that more than two million extra Australian homes were powered by new renewable energy 

generation in 2020. One in four Australian homes is now generating solar energy. These challenges come 

before the use of both large scale and smaller battery use becomes widespread. 

These challenges come even before the use of both large scale and smaller battery use becomes widespread 

as the cost of battery technology comes down rapidly. The press is pointing to CEP.Energy’s plans to build what 

it says will be the “world’s biggest battery” (1,200 MW) in the Hunter Valley of NSW. Both AGL and Origin also 

have their own plans for battery roll out. Wide spread use of batteries reduce the need for gas and coal firming 

as excess renewable energy can be stored for use overnight. This will no doubt add to the challenges for the 

incumbents as they need to outlay further capital expenditure generating a return on that capital which at this 

stage is unclear. 

The Ethical Partners Australian Share fund does not own shares in AGL or Origin and cannot hold companies 

that produce fossil fuels. Not owing these companies has been a positive relative contributor to performance. 

We remain overweight high quality renewable energy producers.  

 

SECTOR EXPOSURE, JANUARY 2021 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Ethical Partners Management Services ACN 623 503 720 (EPMS) as Corporate Authorised Representative of Ethical Partners Funds Management Pty Ltd (EPFM) ACN 623 475 

454; AFSL 504749 is the author of this newsletter and Equity Trustees Limited (ABN 46 004 031 298, AFSL 240975) (EQT) is the issuer and responsible entity of the Ethical 

Partners Australian Share Fund (Australian Share 

Fund). Access to this newsletter and the information on it is intended only for people or entities that are Wholesale investors or Sophisticated investors (as set out in the following 

paragraph).The information provided on this newsletter is general information only. The information has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial 

situation or particular needs. Therefore, before acting on any advice, you should consider the appropriateness of the advice in light of your own or your client’s objectives, financial 

situation or needs. You are responsible for all of your activity in connection with accessing the newsletter. 

The Zenith Investment Partners (ABN 27 103132 672, AFS Licence 226872) (“Zenith”) rating (assigned May 2020) referred to in this document is limited to “General Advice” (s766B 

Corporations Act 2001) for Wholesale clients only. This advice has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any individual and is 

subject to change at any time without prior notice. It is not a specific recommendation to purchase, sell or hold the relevant product(s). Investors should seek independent financial 

advice before making an investment decision and should consider the appropriateness of this advice in light of their own objectives, financial situation and needs. Investors should 

obtain a copy of,and consider the PDS or offer document before making any decision and refer to the full Zenith Product Assessment available on the Zenith website. Past 

performance is not an indication of future performance. Zenith usually charges the product issuer, fund manager or related party to conduct Product Assessments. Full details 

regarding Zenith’s methodology, ratings definitions and regulatory compliance are available on our Product Assessments and at 

http://www.zenithpartners.com.au/RegulatoryGuidelines 
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